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Abstract

Smart-home devices are becoming increasingly ubiquitous
and interconnected with other devices and services, such as
phones, fitness trackers, cars, and social media accounts. Built-
in connections between these services are still emerging,
but end-user-programming tools such as If-This-Then-That
(IFTTT) have existed for almost a decade, allowing users to
create rules (called applets in IFTTT) that dictate interactions
between devices and services. Previous work found poten-
tial secrecy or integrity violations in many applets, but did
so without examining how individual users interact with the
service. In this work, we study the risks of real-world use of
IFTTT by collecting and analyzing 732 applets installed by
28 participants and participants’ responses to several survey
questions. We found that significantly fewer applets than pre-
viously thought pose realistic secrecy or integrity risks to the
users who install them. Consistent with this finding, partic-
ipants were generally not concerned about potential harms,
even when these were explained to them. However, examin-
ing participants’ applets led us to identify several new types
of privacy risks, which challenge some assumptions inherent
in previous analyses that focus on secrecy and integrity risks.
For example, we found that many applets involve monitor-
ing incidental users: family, friends, and neighbors who may
interact with someone else’s smart-home devices, possibly
without realizing it. We discuss what our findings imply for
automatically identifying potentially harmful applets.
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1 Introduction

Smart home technology has made its way into public con-
sciousness and widespread use [3]. On their own, smart-home
devices typically allow users to control them via dedicated
apps, possibly creating schedules, routines, or triggering noti-
fications from the apps on users’ phones. Additionally, many
smart-home devices enhance their capacity for home automa-
tion by interfacing with end-user programming tools such as
If-This-Then-That (IFTTT), Stringify, and WebHooks. Such
tools allow users to create trigger-action “rules” that react to
and/or control their IoT devices and services like social me-
dia, cloud storage, or news. This enables users to accomplish
home automation tasks that would not be possible otherwise.
For example, a user could create a rule to automatically turn
on all their smart lights when they arrive home, even if those
lights were made by a variety of manufacturers. While these
tools can enable creative, beneficial uses of smart-home tech-
nologies, they may also introduce security and privacy risks.

Prior work found that as many as 50% of applets shared
on the IFTTT webpage could lead to secrecy or integrity
violations (i.e., leak private information or allow unautho-
rized access to a user’s devices and services) [35]. That study,
and others (e.g., [8, 10, 11, 28, 38]), sought to understand and
measure the prevalence and magnitude of security and pri-
vacy risks of end-user programming with trigger-action rules,
and they have proposed automated ways of identifying risky
rules—rules that have the potential to cause harm—with an
end-goal of mitigating risks. However, these studies have re-
lied on publicly available data (e.g., applets shared on the
IFTTT webpage) and have not evaluated risks in the context
of individual users’ sets of rules, the contexts in which those
rules are applied, or the individuals’ privacy preferences.

In this paper, we seek to better contextualize our under-
standing of the ways that users employ end-user programming
in order to answer open questions about the secrecy, integrity,
and other security and privacy risks their rules may create. To
do so, we focus specifically on IFTTT, which is the most pop-
ular end-user-programming tool [25]. We recruited 28 IFTTT
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users via popular home-automation message boards. Partic-
ipants allowed us to collect data about their IFTTT applets
and responded to a short survey. Survey questions addressed
the context in which the applets are used (e.g., who cloud
storage documents are shared with), participants’ understand-
ing and perception of secrecy and integrity risks (e.g., if they
had considered certain risks when setting up rules, if they had
experienced any harms, and if they believed certain risks were
possible for a particular rule), and how they would react to
specific violations identified in prior work.

Using automated information-flow-based analysis, we
found that about 57% of participants’ IFTTT rules had poten-
tial secrecy or integrity violations (see Section 4.3), which is
consistent with the findings of prior work analyzing applets
shared on the IFTTT website. In Section 4.4, we examine
participants’ rules in more detail, considering context such as
their titles. This more detailed analysis revealed that although
many applets might technically have secrecy or integrity vi-
olations, they are rarely harmful because of these violations.
Only about 10% of the secrecy-violating rules (just over 3%
of all rules) could lead to secrecy harms, and just under 20%
of integrity-violating rules (8.6% of all rules) present serious
integrity-related risks. Consistent with our manual evaluation,
participants did not believe that their rules were likely to lead
to secrecy- or integrity-related harms, though they did care
about the security and privacy of their rules.

Our contextualized analysis of trigger-action rules and their
security and privacy risks is a key contribution of this work
and also led to unexpected findings. Although secrecy and
integrity violations rarely pose risks to IFTTT users, IFTTT
rules pose other types of security and privacy risks that have
not been identified through automated analysis. For exam-
ple, IFTTT rules can create surveillance risks to incidental
users—people besides the IFTTT user who created the rule.
In Section 5, we discuss these other types of risks, as well
as other limitations of the information-flow analysis. From
our findings we draw guidelines for how automated analysis
tools could better distinguish between practically risky and
merely theoretically violating trigger-action rules. We also
propose future research to better understand incidental users’
preferences regarding their interactions with smart-home de-
vices. Identifying contextual factors needed for more accurate
automated analyses and previously unexplored categories of
risks are also key contributions of this study.

2 Background

2.1 Security of Smart-Home Technology
In recent years, researchers have investigated the security
and privacy risks imposed by home IoT ecosystems. Most of
these efforts consider the IoT ecosystem either at the applica-
tion level or at the network level. At the application level, re-
searchers have found that many applications built on emerging

programming platforms such as Samsung’s SmartThings [4]
are over-privileged due to design flaws in their permission
models [15, 17]. User-centric and context-aware permission
systems have been developed for appified IoT platforms to
address their coarse-grained permission flaws [16,23,37]. Sys-
tems utilizing static analysis [10, 28], model-checking [11],
and data provenance graphs [38] have been proposed to help
identify incorrect or inconsistent application behavior. Many
research groups have proposed network-traffic-analysis-based
security mechanisms [9, 12, 13, 29, 33, 34, 40]; many of these
were introduced in light of the infamous Mirai attack, which
took advantage of insecure IoT devices to launch a distributed
denial of service (DDoS) attack [20, 30].

Differently from these studies, our work focuses on risks
introduced by end-user programming. That is, we find that po-
tential harms persist even under the assumption that technical
vulnerabilities do not exist or are sufficiently unlikely.

2.2 Privacy Concerns in Smart Homes

In spite of their widespread adoption, users continue to surface
privacy concerns about smart-home devices. To understand
what concerns users have about smart-home technology, sev-
eral interview- and survey-based studies investigated users’
experiences and preferences [6, 7, 14, 36]. When IoT devices
are installed in multi-person households, new security, pri-
vacy, and usability challenges emerge. Recent research has
sought to identify user requirements in these multi-user set-
tings and proposed potential solutions [19, 39, 41] such as
making it easier for everyone in a household to control the
devices and how they are configured [41]. Others have stud-
ied desirable access controls for smart-home devices [21, 32].
Our study also attempts to understand privacy concerns in a
smart-home setting (including multi-user setting), but more
so in the context of using automation services like IFTTT
which can inadvertently cause harms.

2.3 End-User Programming for IoT Devices

Several end-user programming tools—including IFTTT (“If
This, Then That”) [1], Microsoft Flow [2] and Zapier [5]—
enable users to connect multiple services by constructing
simple trigger-action programs [24]; IFTTT is by far the most
popular of these [25].

2.3.1 IFTTT

An IFTTT rule or “applet” (previously called “recipe”) con-
sists of a “trigger” and an “action.” The trigger is the “this”
and the action is the “that” in “if this then that.” Shortly before
our study’s data collection, IFTTT added a feature to allows
a single applet to have more than one action. Each trigger
and action belongs to a “channel,” which specifies the service
provider who created the trigger or action (e.g., IoT device
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manufacturer, social media company). As of November 2019,
IFTTT offered 1,228 channels [1]. Some actions and triggers
have additional fields that must be specified by a user. For ex-
ample, in the trigger “Amazon Alexa :: say a specific phrase,”
a user-configured field specifies the specific phrase. When
users set up rules, they can edit a plaintext description of the
applet, which we refer to as the applet’s “title.”

2.3.2 Information-Flow Analysis of IFTTT Applets

Although our main focus is to understand the potential harms
of real users’ IFTTT rules, we sought to ground our assess-
ment in terms of previous estimates. Doing so enables us to
assess the efficacy of previous methods of assessing IFTTT
rules and to contribute insights that may improve automated
analysis methods. In particular, we build on a prior study by
Surbatovich et al. that applied information-flow analysis to
IFTTT applets to automatically determine which rules contain
potential secrecy or integrity violations [35].

Secrecy violations occur when a rule allows information to
flow from a more private source (the trigger) to a less private
sink (the action), possibly leaking private information to a
wider audience than intended. For example, a rule that posts
to Facebook each time motion is detected at the user’s front
door could unintentionally broadcast when the user arrives
home at a suspicious time (e.g., late at night or when they
should be at work).

Integrity violations occur when a rule allows a more trusted
action to be controlled by a less trusted trigger, thus possibly
allowing unintended people to perform actions they would not
otherwise be able to (e.g., allowing an adversary to control a
user’s smart-home devices or post to their social media pages).
For example, a rule that unlocks the user’s home when an
email is received that contains a pre-specified keyword could
allow an adversary who guesses the keyword to compromise
the user’s home security.

Information-flow analysis as used in previous work [35]
consists of three steps: (1) creating a set of secrecy and a set
of integrity labels and arranging each set into a lattice that
describes whether information flows are safe or constitute se-
crecy or integrity violations; (2) manually assigning secrecy
and integrity labels to each trigger and action, conveying who
can observe (secrecy) or control (integrity) the trigger or ac-
tion; and (3) given the labels of trigger-action pairs and the
secrecy and integrity lattices, determining whether the trigger-
action pair constitutes a security or integrity violation.

Surbatovich et al. used four secrecy labels to describe who
may have observed that a trigger or action event has occurred:
private (e.g., only the IFTTT user), restricted physical (e.g.,
people in a user’s home), restricted online (e.g., the user’s
Facebook friends), and public (e.g., anyone in the world). Sim-
ilarly, they used six integrity labels to describe who can cause
a trigger or action to occur: trusted (e.g., only the IFTTT
user), trusted other (e.g., trusted news sources or weather re-
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Figure 1: Secrecy and integrity lattices from prior work [35].
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Figure 2: Modified secrecy and integrity lattices used in our
analysis.

ports), untrusted (e.g., anyone in the world), untrusted group
(e.g., the unrestricted group people could collectively cause
a trigger event such as “reddit :: New hot post in subred-
dit”), and restricted physical and restricted online (same as
for secrecy labels). Detailed explanations of the labels are
included in Appendix B. We replicate this analysis with minor
adjustments as described in Section 3.1.

When a precise secrecy or integrity label cannot be deter-
mined (e.g., because context, such with whom a Google Sheet
is shared, would affect the label), multiple labels may be as-
signed to denote that the label could be any of these. If some
combination of labels for an applet constitutes a secrecy or
integrity violation, we refer to it as “potentially violating.”

2.3.3 Other Automated Analyses of Applets

Several other research efforts have sought to identify and char-
acterize security and privacy risks for IFTTT users. Bastys et
al. found that applets shared on IFTTT for others to use are
a potential attack vector [8]. In user-shared rules, filters and
parameters set by the rule creator are not visible to users who
adopt the rule, but can be manipulated to execute URL attacks.
Wang et al. and Hsu et al. considered how “chains” of trigger-
action rules that cause other rules to execute can lead to signif-
icant complexity in evaluating whether a system of connected
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smart-home devices is working as intended [22,38]. They pro-
posed solutions that provide data provenance [38] or that use
dynamic model-checking techniques to prevent hidden attack
chains from executing [22]. IFTTT’s use of long-term OAuth
tokens to connect various services creates another potential
source of risk. To prevent the misuse of these tokens, Fernan-
des et al. proposed a Decentralized Trigger-Action Platform
(DTAP) with fine-grained rule-specific tokens [18]. Our study
differs from these in that we focus on analysis at the rule
level; that is, we consider only risks that could arise while the
applets themselves execute correctly as defined.

3 Method

Our study consisted of an online survey and automated collec-
tion of IFTTT data for 28 participants. Both were conducted
with participant consent and approved by our institution’s IRB.
We recruited participants via posts on Home Automation Red-
dit and SmartThings and Stringify forums, which advertised
it as a study about “the habits and behavior of IFTTT users.”
Participants received a $5 Amazon gift card, and one out
of ten participants chosen at random received an additional
$50 Amazon gift card. Participants were required to have an
IFTTT account with at least five applets, in order to ensure
that participants were active IFTTT users and because many
survey questions referenced participants’ specific applets.

Of the 67 people who started our study, 41 completed it
(i.e., 61% completion rate). The main contributor to dropout
was people opting out of downloading a Chrome extension to
collect their IFTTT data. We also excluded 13 responses from
people who did not have the requisite five applets to qualify.
Thus, our final data set included IFTTT data and survey re-
sponses from 28 participants. The survey was open for eight
weeks in April and May of 2018. The median time to com-
plete the study was 18 minutes (IQR 16-24 minutes). At the
end of the survey, we revealed its purpose as a security-based
survey to “see users’ perceptions and awareness of applets
that are possibly insecure or safe,” and offered participants to
opt out. No participants opted out at this stage.

3.1 IFTTT Data Collection and Analysis

We created a Chrome extension to collect the applets partic-
ipants had installed or created, specifically, the trigger and
trigger channel, the action(s) and action channel(s), and the
applet title. Participants downloaded our extension and signed
into their IFTTT account so that we could collect their applets;
the extension was subsequently automatically removed.

Post-hoc data analysis had two phases: (1) automated
information-flow analysis to identify applets with potential se-
crecy and privacy violations, and (2) a qualitative analysis of
each trigger and action, to group similar triggers and actions.

3.1.1 Information-Flow Analysis

Surbatovich et al. shared with us their data and codebase [35],
which allowed us to reproduce the assessment of secrecy or
integrity violations as they would have been evaluated in that
study, as described in Section 2.3.2. This allowed us to directly
compare the secrecy and integrity violations in the recipes
we collected with what was previously measured. Because
many new triggers and actions were added to IFTTT after the
earlier study, only about 20% of participants’ rules could be
assessed with the pre-existing secrecy and integrity labels.

To compensate for this and for changes to the functionality
of devices and services may have altered the appropriate label
for existing triggers and actions (e.g., smart-home devices
that added new online access capabilities for multiple house-
hold members), we relabelled all of the triggers and actions,
rather than only adding labels for new triggers and actions.
To relabel, four researchers met in three labeling sessions,
totaling over six hours of meeting time. We looked up and
discussed device functionality, which always allowed us to
reach consensus. For example, the secrecy and integrity labels
for a device can depend on whether the device’s default app
supports just one or multiple users.

During relabelling, we found that the original information-
flow analysis was limited in its ability to differentiate be-
tween those restricted online groups that could be used to
grant family access to smart-home devices and the much
larger restricted online groups such as all Facebook friends.
The previous analysis also did not consider situations when
two different restricted groups had simultaneous access (e.g.,
smart lights that can be controlled by people in a restricted
physical space and by household members via an app).

To address these limitations, we made two adjustments to
the security lattices used in prior work. First, we added two
labels, both of which apply to both secrecy and integrity—
trusted online and trusted physical—to represent very small,
trusted groups of individuals. Second, we adapted the secu-
rity lattice to include unions of two labels (as is standard in
information-flow analyses [26, 27]), so that we could indicate
when, for example, a restricted physical and trusted online
group could both control a device, as is the case in many
smart-home devices with apps. The modified secrecy and in-
tegrity lattices are shown in Figure 2. The information-flow
labels for all triggers and actions are included in Appendix C.

3.1.2 Semantic Labelling of Triggers and Actions

To evaluate whether applets that were potentially violating are
likely to lead to harm, we identified semantic labels to group
together similar triggers and actions. For example, 20 differ-
ent actions control smart lights, and the distinction between
a voice command given to Alexa versus Google Assistant is
likely unimportant for evaluating risks. In terms of evaluat-
ing the riskiness of rules, these semantic labels allow us to
examine what an attacker could learn in the event of a secrecy
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violation; and what an attacker could control in the event of
an integrity violation. A single researcher identified semantic
labels via open coding after repeatedly and iteratively dis-
cussing trigger and action categories collectively with the
other researchers.

Semantic labels for triggers are: Weather or time, News-ish,
Sensing IoT device state, Environment sensing, Intentional
trigger, Voice command, Incoming communication, Sensing
online account state, Actions with personal devices, and Other
automations. Semantic labels for actions are: Change IoT de-
vice state (with optional sub-labels of Home security and
Lights), Log or notify, Change personal device state, Outgo-
ing communication, and Other automations. We intentionally
created distinct categories for particularly popular types of
triggers and actions (e.g., giving Voice commands their own
label despite their similarity to Intentional triggers, because
they are so prevalent). The labels’ titles generally sufficiently
describe their meaning, but more detailed explanations are
included in Appendix B. Semantic labels for all triggers and
actions are included in Appendix C.

Two researchers independently applied these labels to to
all 160 triggers and 112 actions, with a high degree of agree-
ment (Cohen’s κ = 0.93, calculated separately for triggers and
actions). We subsequently discussed and came to a consensus
about disagreements. Details about rules with each semantic
label are shown in Tables 3 and Table 4. In Section 4.4, we use
these semantic labels as the basis for evaluating the riskiness
of participants’ rules, frequently referring to representative
examples of the triggers and actions included in each set.

3.2 Participant Survey

Participants answered survey questions addressing three
broad topics: (1) how they choose applets, (2) their beliefs
and preferences about security and privacy properties of their
applets, (3) harms they had experienced from using IFTTT.
The full survey instrument is available in Appendix D.

After they downloaded the browser extension, we asked
participants general questions about their use of IFTTT, such
as how often and whether they prefer to create their own
applets and if they ever turn on applets based on a friend
or colleague’s recommendation. We also asked participants,
on a 5-point Likert scale, whether they agreed or disagreed
that they would be comfortable with friends, colleagues, or
“anyone” knowing what applets they use (see Table 6).

Next, we asked each participant a series of questions about
up to five randomly chosen applets that were violating ac-
cording to the analysis from prior work [35]. For each applet,
participants were prompted to consider four situations (or five
situations for applets that involve a physical device) in which
the applet might contribute to harm and rate whether this
would make them very upset, slightly upset, or not upset. The
situations were chosen to reflect potential harms identified in
previous work [35] and are listed in Table 5. Near the end of

Age 25-34 (17), 35-44 (6), 45-54 (5)
Gender Male (27), Female (1)
Education High school graduate (2), bachelor’s degree (16),

mboxassociate’s degree (2), professional degree
(Master’s/PhD) (8)

Household size 1 (2), 2 (7), 3 (10), 4 (6), 5 (2), 7 (1)
Other household members Family (24), housemates (1), other (1), live alone (2)
IUIPC Score (Avg.) Overall 6.01±0.66

Control 6.25±0.66
Awareness 6.58±0.41
Collection 5.23±1.44

Table 1: Summary of participant demographics.

the survey, we explained the concept of secrecy and integrity
violations (using lay language) and asked if considering this
changed participants’ desire to keep using any of their applets.

Several additional questions, spread throughout the survey,
asked participants whether they had experienced concerns or
incidents related to their applets’ security and privacy. For
example, we asked participants whether they ever experienced
an incident in which an applet made them feel unsafe or
that their privacy was violated and whether they had ever
manually deleted anything that was posted automatically by
an applet. Participants who answered affirmatively were asked
to elaborate. We concluded the survey by asking participants
to provide demographic information. The survey included
additional questions that we do not discuss because they were
not directly applicable to the specific focus of this work.

4 Results

4.1 Participant Characteristics

Participants were predominantly men and highly educated.
Table 1 shows participant demographics. Most participants
(24) lived with at least one other person, typically a family
member. Details about participants’ living situations can help
inform our risk analysis of their applets. For example, since
only two participants live alone, we can assume that physical
devices connected with their rules are likely to be seen and
interacted with by other members of the household (e.g., am-
biguity between the labels of trusted physical or trusted in
the information-flow analysis could be resolved).

4.2 Characteristics of Participants’ Applets

Participants had a total of 732 applets. Each participant had
between 5 and 66 applets (average=26, sd=20). Most applets
had a single trigger with a single action; however, seven ap-
plets had a single trigger with multiple actions. Multi-action
applets were a newly-added IFTTT feature at the time of the
survey. For example, P24’s applet titled “Google Home Find
My Phone” used a voice command to (1) set the Android
device’s ringtone volume (presumably increasing phone vol-
ume so it was easier to find) and (2) receive a phone call. For
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most analyses, we use a demultiplexed version of the data,
where multi-action applets are treated as multiple rules with
the same trigger and different actions. To differentiate, we
refer to the demultiplexed version of data as “rules” rather
than “applets.” There were 743 rules in our data set.
Frequency of Triggers and Actions. Participants’ rules in-
cluded 68 unique trigger channels with 160 unique triggers
and 64 unique action channels with 112 unique actions—only
a small fraction of the total triggers and actions available from
IFTTT. 396 unique combinations of triggers and actions were
represented in participants’ rules. For reference, we include a
list of the top ten channels, triggers, actions, and trigger-action
pairs (i.e., those used by the most participants) in Appendix A.
Frequency of Trigger-Action Pairs. Participants used di-
verse trigger-action pairs, and every participant had at least
one trigger-action pair that was unique to them. 63% of unique
trigger-action pairs occurred only once (251 unique pairs,
34% of rules). When trigger-action combinations appeared
multiple times, it was often because the same person used
the same trigger-action pair repeatedly. For example, P13
had three rules with the same trigger (Alexa :: Say a specific
phrase) and action (Philips Hue :: Set a scene in a room).
User-specified titles differentiated these rules, in this case
conveying what the specific phrase was: “trigger bright mode,”
“trigger sleep mode,” or “trigger read mode.”

89 unique trigger-action pairs were used multiple times by
only a single participant, making up 251 rules (22% of unique
trigger-action pairs, 34% of rules). Only 56 trigger-action
combinations (14% of unique trigger-action pairs, 32% of
rules) were used by more than one person, and most of these
were used more than once by some participants.
Cloud Storage Sharing Settings. Participants frequently
had applets with triggers or actions that access or modify
cloud storage files. For example, 51 rules updated Google
Sheets or Google Drive and 17 updated Dropbox. Other cloud
storage tools included Evernote and Day One. In our survey,
we automatically identified 41 rules involving Google Sheets,
Google Drive, or Dropbox, and asked the participants about
the document’s or cloud storage space’s sharing settings. Par-
ticipants unanimously stated that the cloud storage space or
document was not shared with anyone else. In Section 4.4.1,
we discuss the implication of these cloud storage files being
private on our assessment of the potential risks of these rules.

4.3 Information-Flow-Based Analysis

Table 2 shows the breakdown of rules and unique trigger-
action pairs that were found to be violating using the secrecy
and integrity labels from prior work [35], and the new labels
and lattice we generated for this study. Exactly replicating the
analysis from previous work to evaluate the 158 fully-labelled
rules, we found that about 35% of rules were potentially vio-
lating, compared to about 50% in previous work [35]. Using
the updated lattice and labels (see Section 3.1), applied to all

Total Potentially Secrecy- Integrity-
rules violating violating violating

2017 lattice 158 55 (34.8%) 41 (25.9%) 48 (30.4%)
Updated lattice 743 423 (56.9%) 269 (36.2%) 319 (42.9%)

Table 2: Secrecy and integrity violations reported by the
information-flow-based analysis.

743 rules, we found that 57% of rules were potentially violat-
ing. In total, 319 rules have potential integrity violations and
269 rules have potential secrecy violations.

However, a key research question remains: are the rules
labelled as violating actually something to worry about and
are the remaining rules actually innocuous?

4.4 Secrecy and Integrity Risks in Context
In this section, we assess the riskiness in practice of the rules
deemed potentially violating by information-flow-based anal-
ysis. We use semantic labels (described in Section 3.1.2) to
structure this analysis and leverage contextual information
such as applets’ titles to better understand specific rules.

4.4.1 Evaluating Secrecy-Violating Rules

Out of the 269 rules with potential secrecy violations, almost
one third are unlikely to actually carry sensitive information,
and 42% (some of which overlap with that third) have ac-
tions that are probably not observable by unintended people.
We judge these rules to be unlikely to be harmful based on
the semantic labels assigned to either their triggers or their
actions. We next describe why rules with specific semantic
labels are unlikely to be harmful. In total, only around 10%
of secrecy violating rules (a subset of those with actions that
have semantic labels of Outgoing communication or Other
automations) are likely to lead to significant secrecy risks.
No Secret Information. 47 rules of the 164 rules with Voice
command triggers and 24 of the rules with Intentional trig-
gers (totaling 27% of rules with potential secrecy violations)
have potential secrecy violations according to information-
flow-based analysis. This is because the Voice command or
Intentional trigger could be done privately, and they result in
an action with wider observability. For example, 10 of these
rules control Lights (as their action), which might be observed
by neighbors outside of the user’s home, potentially revealing
when a person is home or which rooms they are using. These
rules act as an alternative light switch and do not introduce
additional secrecy risks beyond those of a normal light switch.
Also, because the user actively decides to cause this action
each time the rule executes, they can evaluate at time-of-use
whether the potential secrecy leak is a problem.

Twenty one News-ish rules were found to have potential
secrecy violations (8% of secrecy-violating rules). Although
many News-ish triggers have an secrecy label of public and
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can, therefore, not lead to secrecy violations, these 21 rules
have triggers that require additional context to determine
whether they utilize public or restricted information. For ex-
ample, the trigger “Twitter :: New tweet by a specific user”
should have a secrecy label of restricted online if the specific
user’s Twitter account is set to private and public if not. P20’s
rule “Save every tweet from the US President” triggers based
on public tweets and is therefore not secrecy-violating. We
manually evaluated the titles for these 21 secrecy-violating
News-ish rules, which were not considered in the analysis
from previous work or the automated information-flow-based
analysis; based on their titles, we determined that 13 are not
actually violating (4.9% of all secrecy-violating rules).
Action Remains Private. 113 rules (42% of secrecy-
violating rules) have an action with the semantic label Log or
notify. This includes rules that update Google spreadsheets
(45 rules) or Dropbox files or folders (17 rules), add calendar
events (15 rules), or send the user a notification (24 rules). It
is possible that these actions could leak information to un-
trusted parties who have access to the documents, folders,
or calendars, or can observe when the user receives a noti-
fication. Based on participants’ survey responses, we know
that most of participants’ applet-connected Google Drive and
Dropbox files were not shared with other people. Hence, rules
connected to private cloud storage spaces are not actually
secrecy-violating (based on how cloud storage content is
shared) although they could be (if the cloud storage content
was widely shared), and hence were detected as potentially
violating secrecy by the information-flow-based analysis.

Notifications have a restricted physical secrecy label, be-
cause there are many situations in which someone else might
see a user’s phone screen (e.g., if their phone is being used for
navigation in a car or to play music at a party). Rules that have
actions that send a notification could potentially leak informa-
tion if their action is private. Although this is a real risk, most
users are routinely exposed to this risk, even without using
IFTTT—many smart phone apps such as email and SMS have
(by default) the side-effect of showing a notification, often
with a message preview. Thus, rules that have an action that
sends a notification directly are no more risky than those that
send the user an email or an SMS.
Secrecy Risk Is Limited by the Expressivity of the Action.
For 76 rules (28% of secrecy-violating rules), if they leaked
sensitive information, they would do so by Changing the State
of a Personal Device or Changing the state of an IoT device
(e.g., 21 secrecy-violating rules control Lights and 4 change
the user’s phone volume). The extent to which these rules
could leak private information is limited by the expressivity
of these devices—many have only an “on” or “off” option.
Additionally, there are a plethora of other ways the action
could occur (e.g., triggered by another rule, controlled directly
from the device’s dedicated app, or through physical interac-
tion with the device). Private information could be leaked via
these rules, but the risk is typically low.

Sending “Outgoing” Communication. 37 potentially
secrecy-violating rules (14%) share information via Outgo-
ing communication (i.e., social media, SMS or email), which
could leak sensitive or private information to other people. As
we discuss again in terms of its implications for rules with
potential integrity violations, participants regularly use Outgo-
ing communication actions to send information to themselves.
For example, P20 has a rule called “Receive an email diag-
nosis from Dash if your car experiences an issue” that uses
the action “Gmail :: Send an email” (rather than the action

“Email :: Send me an email”). In several cases, even when the
rule’s title does not specifically state that the outgoing content
is sent to the user themself, we can infer that this is the case.
For example, 14 of these 37 rules belong to P28 and post to
Slack based on Sensing IoT device states (e.g.,“If basement
Sliding Door closed then post a message to a Slack service”);
these rules probably post to a private Slack channel.

There are only 14 secrecy-violating rules (5%) which are
likely to actually send Outgoing communication, which could
be risky. For example, because of the rule “Tumblr Likes to
Pinterest,” P9 could accidentally “like” a post on Tumblr that
would be embarrassing if it was sent to his Pinterest follow-
ers. These secrecy risks exist even for rules with triggers and
actions that both use the same channel, or service. For exam-
ple, P18’s rule “Save Facebook photos you’re tagged in to
your own album” could result in unflattering photos of him
being added to his album, possibly with a broader audience
on Facebook than the original post.
Other Secrecy-Violating Rules. Of all 269 rules found to
potentially violate secrecy, the previous discussion has ad-
dressed all but 11 rules (4%). These 11 rules all have actions
that are Other [non-IFTTT] automations. In particular, one
rule has both a trigger and an action that are Other automa-
tions (“If maker Event ‘mancave sleep’ then run a Stringify
Flow” by P13). Without additional details about the automa-
tions, we cannot evaluate the potential harms of these rules.
It is probably pertinent to warn users who install such applets
that no automated analysis could evaluate secrecy properties,
which could make these rules especially risky.

4.4.2 Evaluating Integrity-Violating Rules

Although 319 rules have potential integrity violations, ac-
cording to information-flow analysis, very few of them are
actually likely to lead to integrity-related harms. 64% of the
integrity-violating rules do nothing more than update a digital
log or notify the user, which is unlikely to be harmful even if
it is caused by an adversary. The rules that are most likely to
be potentially risky include 40 rules with Other automation
actions and 21 rules that would potentially allow an adversary
to control smart home devices other than lights—totaling just
under 20% of the integrity-violating rules.
Trigger Is Sufficiently Trusted. Many rules have triggers
with trusted other integrity labels and actions labeled trusted.
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While such rules are flagged as integrity violations, we found
that rules with trusted other triggers would not typically create
integrity risks. For example, the trigger “Best Buy :: prod-
uct price changes” is controlled by a company (Best Buy)
that is unlikely to change the price of a product with the
goal of adversarially triggering someone’s applet. Out of 319
rules that have potentially integrity violations, 71 rules (23%)
have similar triggers to the one discussed above, with trusted
other integrity. These predominantly have the semantic labels
Weather or time (30 rules) or News-ish (29 rules). The triggers

“Nest Protect :: Battery is low” and “Fitbit :: Daily activity
summary,” which is sent at the same time each day regardless
of the activity summary’s contents, account for the remaining
12 rules with other semantic labels.

An additional 31 integrity-violating rules (10%) have an
action with the semantic label News-ish, but not trusted other
integrity. Based on manual examination of the applet titles,
we determined that for 26 of these 31 rules the trigger has
trusted other integrity in practice (8% of integrity-violating
rules). For example, a new item in an RSS feed could come
from an untrusted source; however, in P20’s rule “Text me
if the CDC reports a zombie outbreak,” if the update comes
from the United States Centers for Disease Control (CDC),
as suggested by the title, then trusted other would be a more
appropriate integrity label for this trigger.
Creating a Log or Notifying the User. The majority of
integrity-violating rules (64%; 204 rules) have an action with
the semantic label Log or notify. Some of these violations
could sometimes lead to practical harm. For example, as noted
in prior work, an adversary could potentially fill up cloud stor-
age space [35], or an ill-timed notification could disrupt an
important meeting. However, their titles reveal that many of
these applets intentionally trigger based on other people’s ac-
tions. For example, in P3’s rule “If office Nest Protect battery
is low, then send a notification,” other people with physical
access to the home could cause this rule to execute (e.g., by
repeatedly touching the device to keep the screen on and drain
the battery more quickly). The user would likely still want
this warning so that they know to replace the battery.
Sending “Outgoing” Communication. 27 rules (8% of
integrity-violating rules) have an action that sends Outgo-
ing communication. Someone who controls the trigger could,
for example, spam the user’s friends with emails or create
unwanted social media posts, if that is what the applets were
set up to do. In practice, however, as previously discussed re-
garding secrecy-violating rules, many of these do not actually
send outgoing messages. The titles of these 27 rules reveal
that almost all of them likely send information only to the
IFTTT user. For example, P10’s rule “Have Alexa email you
your shopping list” probably emails P10, despite using the
action “Gmail :: send an email” (Outgoing communication)
rather than “Email :: send me an email” (Log or notify).
Controlling Smart-Home Devices. 37 rules with potential
integrity violations (12%) have an action that Changes an

IoT device’s state, including 16 that control Lights and 9
that control devices related to Home security. If these rules
were triggered maliciously, the extent and type of harm, is
predominantly determined by the capabilities of the device
they control and other contextual factors. An additional 41
integrity-violating rules (13%) have an action that causes a
non-IFTTT automation to execute. For 21 of these 41 rules,
the titles suggest that they change the state of home IoT de-
vices (e.g., P27’s rule “If You say ‘Set Sonos to 10 percent’
then run a Stringify Flow”).

Rules that control lights, could be harmful if they are used
at inopportune times—e.g., lights coming on at 2am causing
someone to lose sleep, lights turning off while someone is
walking down stairs, potentially causing an injury. A more
likely risk is that lights are left on more than they normally
would be, consuming electricity or causing the device to wear
out more quickly. This creates a financial risk bounded by
the cost of the device plus the cost of the light being on
constantly. Other types of smart-home devices might have a
greater potential to cause expensive and/or dangerous damage.
For example, P7 and P12 have rules that mention turning on
a waffle iron and “cat heaters,” respectively, which could
potentially start a fire. P9’s rules that turn on an irrigation
systems cause costly damage if used during freezing weather.

Users may be especially protective of rules that affect their
home security (40 total rules, 9 of which have potential in-
tegrity violations). For example, P27’s rule “If You say ’Dis-
arm Blink’ [to Google Assistant] then disarm Outside Blink
system” is a rule that might warrant a warning to the user;
an unintended person could potentially speak loudly enough
from outside the home to disarm the system. However, many
users might still decide that this risk is acceptable or suffi-
ciently unlikely given the placement of their smart assistant.
Controlling the User’s Personal Device. 10 integrity-
violating rules (3%) Change [the user’s] personal device
state (e.g., changing the volume level or launching an app
like music or navigation). If properly timed, an adversary
could cause this rule to execute during an important meeting,
causing embarrassment or punishment. However, similar risks
exist any time a user’s phone is on, unrelated to IFTTT (e.g.,
repeatedly calling during an important meeting). Alternately,
an adversary could cause these rules to execute with the goal
of draining the user’s phone battery more quickly than usual,
which could be dangerous in some contexts (e.g., if the user
is in an unfamiliar place and will need directions or a ride
home). Launching certain apps could utilize cell data, which
might be limited or expensive for the user.
Other Integrity-Violating Rules. 40 integrity-violating
rules (13%) have not yet been addressed. All of these rules
have actions that are Other [non-IFTTT] automations. As
with secrecy-violating rules that have Other automation ac-
tions, we cannot evaluate the possible integrity harms that
could be associated with these rules. Therefore, these rules
should be treated with caution.
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Semantic trigger label # (%) of rules # potentially violating rules
(secrecy / integrity)

Weather or time 101 (13.6%) 30 (0 / 30)
News-ish 121 (16.3%) 60 (21 / 60)
Sensing IoT device state 111 (14.9%) 68 (45 / 57)
Environment sensing 46 (6.2%) 40 (7 / 37)
Intentional trigger 38 (5.1%) 24 (24 / 0)
Voice command 164 (22.1%) 72 (47 / 72)
Incoming communication 19 (2.6%) 15 (17 / 14)
Sensing online account state 57 (7.7%) 49 (46 / 20)
Actions with personal devices 58 (7.5%) 33 (33 / 0)
Other automations 30 (4.0%) 29 (29 / 29)

Table 3: The distribution of rules with each of five semantic
trigger labels, and the breakdown of rules with each label with
secrecy or integrity violations.

Semantic action label # (%) of rules # potentially violating rules
(secrecy / integrity)

Change IoT device state 254 (34.2%) 79 (72 / 37)
Home security* 40 (5.4%) 17 (14 / 9)
Lights* 66 (8.9%) 25 (21 / 16)

Log or notify 368 (49.5%) 246 (113 / 204)
Change personal device state 28 (3.8%) 11 (4 / 10)
Outgoing communication 41 (5.5%) 39 (37 / 27)
Other automations 52 (7.0%) 49 (43 / 41)

Table 4: The distribution of rules with each of five semantic
action labels, and the breakdown of rules with each label with
secrecy or integrity violations. Labels denoted with an asterisk
(*) are secondary labels for Change IoT device state.

4.5 Survey Responses

We now consider participants’ responses to survey questions,
to help further contextualize our findings about their applets.
Are participants’ assessments of and experiences with their
own applets consistent with our finding that most applets are
unlikely to lead to harm due to secrecy or integrity violations?
What harms have participants encountered, including but not
limited to those that arise because of secrecy or integrity
violations?

4.5.1 Choosing Applets

Prior work hypothesized that applets shared publicly on
IFTTT are a potential attack vector [8]. Most participants (16,
57%) reported a preference to create their own applets. 25
participants (89%) reported creating some applets themselves,
and seven participants had created 20 or more applets. Thus,
although preventing malicious applets from being available
on the IFTTT webpage can mitigate some security and pri-
vacy risks, it is also important to be able to identify potential
risks in applets created by users themselves.

In addition to using existing applets shared on IFTTT, 9
participants (32%) said that they sometimes or often turn on
applets based on friends’ or colleagues’ recommendations.
When taking suggestions from trusted sources, users might

Would you be upset if this applet contributed
to the following situation occurring:

Very
upset

Slightly
upset

Not
upset

TOTAL 105
(41.7%)

114
(45.2%)

33
(13.1%)

You no longer directly control what files are
downloaded from email or social media,
possibly spreading malware on your computer?

32
(69.6%)

9
(19.6%)

5
(10.9%)

Your electronic device is used in a way it
wasn’t designed for (such as being toggled
on/off very rapidly), possibly reducing its
longevity or damaging it? *

21
(55.3%)

16
(42.1%)

1
(2.6%)

Private information gets posted online
unintentionally, possibly embarrassing you?

28
(52.8%)

17
(32.1%)

8
(15.1%)

Data gets uploaded to your cloud storage more
often than you thought, possibly causing you to
run out of space?

14
(26.9%)

26
(50%)

12
(23.1%)

You consume more resources (e.g., electricity,
phone data, cloud storage space), possibly
increasing your bills or otherwise causing you
to spend more money?

10
(15.9%)

46
(73%)

7
(11.1%)

Table 5: Participants typically stated that they would be very
or slightly upset if an applet contributed to a harmful situation.
The asterisk (*) denotes that this question applied only to
rules that utilize a physical device in their trigger or action.

be less likely to consider the potential harms.

4.5.2 Participants Believe Their Applets Are Safe

In general, participants did not express concerns about secu-
rity and privacy risks arising from their own use of IFTTT,
though they seemed to be aware of the possibility that applets
could lead to security and privacy risks. This is consistent
with our assessment of their applets. Almost all participants
(96%) believed that their applets work as expected and are
safe to use. Only six participants (21%) changed their views
on the riskiness of applets, even after we explained the defi-
nition of secrecy and integrity violations and how this might
manifest in applets (at the end of the survey). All six reported
increased caution about their applets’ secrecy; P16 also re-
ported increased concern about integrity violations.

4.5.3 Harms Experienced from IFTTT Rules

Despite an overall sense that their applets are safe, four par-
ticipants noted that they had experienced harms that they
attributed to their applets or expressed that their applets some-
times did not work as expected. The harms they described
were not the result of secrecy or integrity violations. Rather,
they described instances in which the app or service malfunc-
tioned or in which they had misconfigured a rule. P10’s door
was unlocked when location updates functioned in an unex-
pected way: “... I was in Disneyland and had just turned on
my phone’s location settings, so when the IFTTT app received
the first location broadcast, it was before GPS and cell loca-
tion could be locked in and so it assumed I was still at home.”
P26 explained that she “used to use an applet that posted
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my door lock to a google calendar. That got annoying.” P23
recalled an applet that accidentally flooded his Twitter with
posts: “[it] was only supposed to trigger in some situations, I
set it up wrong, realized it was posting too often.” Illustrating
the complexity that can exist in a set of rules, P20 reported
that one of his applets created an undesired Facebook post,
though he was “unsure of which applet did it.” In Section 5,
we discuss other types of harm, including but not limited to
the ones these participants experienced.

Selection bias may have contributed to our finding that so
few participants experienced harms due to their applets. Users
who fear or experience harms due to their applets may be less
likely to participate in online message boards about home
automation, where we reached potential participants.

4.5.4 Participants Value Applets’ Security and Privacy

Although they mostly believed their applets were safe and did
not change their level of caution based on explanations of po-
tential secrecy and integrity violations, participants conveyed
that the security and privacy of their applets is important to
them. 21 participants (75%) said they would be upset if an
applet triggered when they did not intend it to, which could
happen through an integrity violation (or misconfiguration or
incorrect behavior of the rule or connected services).

When asked about whether they would be upset if a spec-
ified, potentially-violating applet contributed to one of five
undesirable outcomes, they only reported that they would not
be upset for a total of 13% of applets (see Table 5). Compar-
ing across the different types of harmful outcomes, they were
less concerned about the possibility of using up cloud storage
space and consuming extra resources than they were about an
applet possibly posting private information that would embar-
rass them, spreading malware on their computer, or damaging
their physical smart-home devices.

Many participants were uncomfortable with certain other
people knowing which applets they have, especially strangers
(i.e., 46% of participants disagreed that “[they are] comfort-
able with anyone knowing what applets [they] use,” as shown
in Table 6). strangers having this information (see Table 6).
In Section 5, we re-examine the implications of this finding.

5 Discussion

In contrast with the results of the automated analysis (Sec-
tion 4.3) and the findings of previous work [35], our analysis
of real users’ applets suggests that the majority of applets
are unlikely to lead to significant risks due to secrecy or in-
tegrity violations. Nevertheless, our finding that participants
are concerned about the security and privacy of their applets
emphasizes the importance of identifying potentially harmful
applets more accurately.

With this in mind, we next consider what additional harms
applets could introduce that may not be encompassed by the

Survey Prompt Strongly or
somewhat
agree

Neither
agree nor
disagree

Strongly or
somewhat
disagree

I am comfortable telling my
friends what applets I use.

24 (85.7%) 3 (10.7%) 1 (3.6%)

I am comfortable telling my
colleagues what applets I use.

23 (82.1%) 4 (14.3%) 1 (3.6%)

I am comfortable with anyone
knowing what applets I use.

11 (39.3%) 4 (14.3% 13 (46.5%)

Table 6: Participants were more likely to report that they
would be comfortable with friends or colleagues knowing
about their IFTTT rules than strangers. The answer choice
with the most responses is shown in bold.

previous focus on secrecy or integrity risks, as they were
defined in the automated analysis that we leveraged. We addi-
tionally re-surface key take-aways from Section 4, addressing
limitations of the existing automated analysis that lead to non-
risky applets being labeled as potentially violating. Finally,
we conclude with guidelines for future tools that seeks to
more accurately identify risky (or non-risky) applets.

5.1 Risks Beyond Secrecy and Integrity Viola-
tions Against the IFTTT User

Mismatch Between Reality and Expectations When Set-
ting up an Applet. Several participants described scenarios
in which their experiences using IFTTT applets did not match
their expectations. This could occur for many reasons, which
do not necessarily involve secrecy or integrity violations or ad-
versarial actions: IFTTT services might not work as expected
(e.g., not sensing location appropriately when devices connect
and disconnect from the Internet), users might unintentionally
misconfigure their applets (e.g., mis-spelling an applet param-
eter such as a search term), or users might not anticipate the
impact of an applet even when it is configured as intended
(e.g., P26 in retrospect decided that adding a calendar entry
every time her door locked was “annoying”).
Surveillance Risks to Incidental Users. Many rules cause
data to be collected about people other than the IFTTT user,
possibly without their awareness. We refer to these other peo-
ple as incidental users. For example, P11’s rule “If [name]
presence detected, then create Journal entry” in effect moni-
tors [name]’s location and schedule. Furthermore, all IFTTT
rules create a record, accessible after the fact, whenever they
execute. Hence, P9’s rule “If - Front Door locked then switch
off Entryway Light” creates a record, through IFTTT, of each
time the front door is locked. P9 could use this log to deter-
mine exactly when his family members arrive or leave.

Rules especially likely to trigger based on the actions of in-
cidental users include those that Sense IoT device states (e.g.,
when a door is locked) or Sense changes to the environment
(e.g., if the temperature increases when someone is home), as
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well as those that trigger based on Incoming communication.
Collectively, these make up 162 rules, or 22% of participants’
rules, and include 53 rules that are non-violating according
to information-flow analysis. Additionally, some rules with
other semantic trigger labels might also present risks to in-
cidental users. For example, several of P2’s rules toggle a
SmartThings Switch when three distinct people’s phones con-
nect to or disconnect from his WiFi (semantic trigger label
Actions with personal devices). One of the phone owners is
referred to as a “[baby/pet]sitter” in the applet title.

Incidental users can be family members, household visi-
tors, employees, or neighbors. For example, P28’s “Motion
alert!” rule (which sends a notification when motion is de-
tected) could inadvertently capture information about neigh-
bors’ daily schedules if it reacts to motion on a communal
sidewalk. People other than household members might be es-
pecially unlikely to realize that they are being monitored via
these rules. We have no reason to believe that any participants
in our study used IFTTT in abusive ways to intentionally
collect data about incidental users, but risks and harms, such
as chilling effects [31], can exist even when surveillance is
not intended adversarially. When such data is collected with
malicious intent, as it might be in an abusive relationship, this
type of surveillance could be especially harmful.

Our study was not designed to explore research questions
related to incidental users and, thus, our conclusions on this
topic are limited. Instead, our findings advocate for research
that more thoroughly explores the privacy preferences and
experiences of incidental users. Future work in this area would
benefit from data collection of a larger scale and broader
scope, including input from a variety of stakeholders other
than people who use IFTTT or own smart home devices.

5.2 Limitations of Current Information-Flow-
Based Automated Analysis

Trustworthiness of Information. Rules that convey trusted
information could be used to trick users into trusting attacker-
supplied information, particularly when this information is
conveyed to the user over a less trusted channel. Several users,
for example, used rules triggered by official CDC or weather
information updates whose actions propagated this informa-
tion to the user via email or another similar channel. In these
cases, the source of the information is trusted, but the deliv-
ery channel used by the rule is not. An attacker could easily
create an email message indistinguishable from one created
by the rule, thereby tricking a user who set up the rule into
believing that a trusted source supplied the information (and
hence caused the email to be sent).

Such risks are not discovered by previous information-flow
analyses: these would flag as a violation a flow from a lower
integrity trigger to a higher integrity action; here, in contrast,
the potential danger comes from the user treating an action as
if it was as trustworthy as the trigger. Although this risk could

apply to any rule with a somewhat trusted trigger, Log or notify
(193 rules) are explicitly designed to convey information and
may be particularly susceptible.
Reconsidering What Is “Secret.” The automated infor-
mation-flow-based analysis we use assumes that IFTTT rules
adopted by users are public (i.e., known to the attacker). Sim-
ilarly, it assumes that secret information would flow from the
trigger to the action. However, viewing real users’ rules has
led us to challenge these assumptions. What risks are substan-
tially mitigated, or introduced, if we assume that adversaries
do not know a rule and its configuration? Could adversaries
infer sufficient details about rules to take advantage of other-
wise unlikely risks?

Many potential secrecy and integrity violations in partici-
pants’ rules could only be exploited if the adversary knew the
rule. For example, P27 had the rule “If You say ‘Disarm Blink’
then disarm Outside Blink [alarm] system.” Without knowing
the phrase to use to disarm the alarm system, an adversary
may technically be able to disarm the alarm system but would
have difficulty doing so. Similarly, without knowing about
P11’s rule “If daily Steps goal not achieved by 10:15 pm, then
send me an SMS,” an adversary who sees (or hears) that P11
receives an SMS at 10:15pm would be unlikely to guess the
meaning of the SMS (i.e., that P11 had been less active that
day) without knowing that he was using this rule.

There are many potential ways that an adversary could in-
fer details about the configuration of a rule (e.g., overhearing
P27 use the smart assistant phrase to disarm their alarm sys-
tem), and there are a variety of aspects of the rule that a user
might care about keeping secret. In some cases, the secret or
sensitive information may be entirely contained in the rule
and only implied by the triggers or actions. For example, in
the case of P11’s rule “If new [Craigslist] post from search
Search URL then send me an SMS at [number],” the user may
wish to protect the secrecy of the specific search term they
are following. The trigger is not secret, since Craigslist posts
are publicly available; observations of the action could reveal
this potentially sensitive detail about the rule.

By assuming that the IFTTT rule was public, the informa-
tion-flow-based analysis on the one hand failed to identify
rules that potentially leak sensitive information regarding the
rule itself and on the other hand overestimated the probability
of secrecy or integrity violations of other rules. Modeling
the components of IFTTT rules on a more fine-grained level
(e.g., specifying a secrecy and integrity label for the rule’s
parameters or the rule itself) could potentially address these
limitations.
Rethinking the Granularity of Labels. In participants’ ap-
plets, we found triggers and actions whose labels were both
too fine grained and too coarse grained. For example, triggers
based on official weather reports or the time of day were la-
belled as trusted other. This led to innocuous applets such as
P17’s “Get the weather forecast every day at 7:00 AM” being
marked as potentially violating. In practice, distinguishing
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between trusted and trusted other was unnecessary.
On the other hand, for some rules that have the same secrecy

or integrity label for both their trigger and action—which
causes information-flow analysis to judge them as safe—
contextual details are needed to determine whether the people
who can observe or control the trigger are in fact the same as
those who can observe or control the action. For example, in
P2’s rule “If kitchen Lights switched off then turn off lights
in Kitchen” both the trigger and the action have restricted
physical secrecy, so this rule is considered non-secrecy violat-
ing. Based on the title, we can infer that this interpretation is
correct—the trigger and action occur in same physical space
(the kitchen). A similar rule that triggers when bedroom lights
are switched off would also be marked as non-secrecy violat-
ing; however, that rule might reveal to people in the kitchen
when someone enters the bedroom, and hence does constitute
a secrecy violation (albeit perhaps not a particularly harmful
one). 224 (125) such non-violating rules have triggers and ac-
tions with the same secrecy (integrity) label (restricted online,
restricted physical, trusted online, or trusted physical).

In order to more accurately identify when rules are actu-
ally violating, choices of secrecy and integrity labels should
be better-informed by a deeper understanding of contextual
factors (e.g., devices’ relative locations).
Challenges in Labelling External Services. Many services
that access or update online content include attribution: they
capture who added or edited content. The information-flow
analysis specifies only that integrity labels describe “who
could cause the event” [35]. We found that determining an
integrity label for this type of action requires both a nuanced
definition of “the event” and a deep understanding of (e.g.,
Google Calendar’s) functionality. For example, the integrity
label for the action “Google Calendar :: Quick add event”
should denote “who could add an event to this calendar” (defi-
nition 1). However, Google Calendar events include a “created
by” field, specifying the user (account) that created the event.
Since the IFTTT rule creates a calendar event that shows up
as “created by [username]” (where [username] is the IFTTT
user’s Google account name), an alternative integrity label
would denote “who could add a calendar event to this calendar
that appears to be created by [username]” (definition 2).

Although definition 1 is consistent with the action’s descrip-
tion in IFTTT, using it for information-flow analysis will not
capture erroneous attribution of the calendar entry. If someone
who can add events to a shared calendar (from their own user
account) instead uses, e.g., Avery’s rule to create a calendar
event, they could add events with embarrassing or offensive
titles that other people would attribute to Avery.

5.3 Guidelines for Automatically Identifying
Risky Applets

Based on our findings, we compiled guidelines to help more
accurately identify potentially risky trigger-action rules:

• Be aware of gaps between users’ intent and installed rules
(Section 5.1).

• Consider risks to incidental users, and consider a variety of
potential adversaries such as abusive partners, which might
include the IFTTT user themselves (Section 5.1).

• Analysis should not assume that other people (e.g., potential
attackers) know the rule or its configuration (Section 5.2).

• Expect that appropriate secrecy and integrity labels are sen-
sitive to contextual details that may be difficult to determine
automatically, such as the settings of users’ external services
or the location of their physical devices (Section 5.2).

• For giving intuitive warnings to users, semantic labels may
be more useful than fine-grained analyses, because they
correlate with risky rules (e.g., about Home security) and
can explain how a rule could lead to harm. Simple heuristics
could effectively complement more theoretically grounded
analyses (Section 4.4).

Future work should seek to incorporate these guidelines
into automated analyses and to provide a deeper understand-
ing of users’ experiences. Our survey was designed to inquire
about the types of harms posited in prior work; future work
should seek to explore the other types of potential harm that
we identified. For example, while we identified the possibility
of IFTTT rules with surveillance risks to incidental users, we
do not yet know if they recognize that these risks exist or
what their security and privacy preferences regarding other
peoples’ rules are. Our participant sample was demograph-
ically skewed; future studies could assess whether different
groups of IFTTT users might have rules with different po-
tential risks. Since incorporating contextual details may be
necessary to determine appropriate secrecy and integrity la-
bels, future work might consider how this information could
be obtained, either by asking users directly or through auto-
mated (technical) means.

6 Conclusion

We evaluated the possible risks and harms associated with
real users’ IFTTT applets. Applets were less risky than was
previously shown through automated analysis that sought to
identify secrecy and integrity violations; however, we discov-
ered new types of potential harm not previously considered in
that automated analysis. Additionally, we outline some of the
ways that the automated analysis falls short even in its ability
to accurately identify secrecy and integrity risks. Finally, we
discuss guidelines for creating a better tool (future work) that
would identify risky applets—both from the standpoint of
more accurately identifying secrecy and integrity violations
and in terms of identifying other types of risk.
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Rank Channel (# of participants)

1 Notifications (21)
2 Email (18)

Weather Underground (18)
4 Date and Time (16)
5 Google Sheets (15)
6 IFTTT (13)

SmartThings (13)
8 Amazon Alexa (12)

Location (12)
10 RSS Feed (11)

Table 7: The top ten channels in rank order by the number of
participants using them.

Rank Channel :: Trigger (# of participants)

1 Amazon Alexa :: Say a specific phrase (12)
IFTTT :: New trigger or action published by service (12)

3 Date and Time :: Every day at __ (11)
Weather Underground :: Tomorrow’s forecast calls for __ (11)

5 Button Widget :: Button press (10)
Google Assistant :: Say a simple phrase (10)
RSS Feed :: New feed item (10)

8 Location :: You exit an area (9)
9 Location :: You enter an area (8)

10 Date and Time :: Every day of the week at __ (7)

Table 8: The top ten triggers in rank order by the number of
participants using them.

security for the Internet-of-Things. In Proceedings of
the 14th ACM Workshop on Hot Topics in Networks
(HotNets), pages 5:1–5:7, 2015.

[41] Eric Zeng and Franziska Roesner. Understanding and
improving security and privacy in multi-user smart
homes: A design exploration and in-home user study. In
Proceedings of the 28th USENIX Security Symposium
(USENIX Security), pages 159–176, 2019.

A Appendix A: Frequently-Used Applet Com-
ponents

Participants had a total of 743 IFTTT rules. Although there
was substantial diversity in their rules, certain channels, trig-
gers, actions, and trigger-action pairs were used by several par-
ticipants. The top ten channels, triggers, actions, and trigger-
action pairs (i.e., used by the largest number of participants)
are shown in Tables 7 to 10.

B Appendix B: Descriptions of Information-
Flow and Semantic Labels

Each trigger and action is labelled in three ways, based on its:
integrity properties, secrecy properties, and semantic meaning.

Rank Channel :: Action (# of participants)

1 Notifications :: Send a notification from the IFTTT app (2)
2 Email :: Send me an email (18)
3 Google Sheets :: Add row to spreadsheet (15)

SmartThings :: Switch off (10)
5 Phone Call (US Only) :: Call my phone (9)

SmartThings :: Switch on (9)
7 Google Calendar :: Quick add event (7)

SMS :: Send me an SMS (7)
9 Android Device :: Set ringtone volume (6)

Dropbox :: Add file from URL (6)
Gmail :: Send me an email (6)

Table 9: The top eleven actions in rank order by the number
of participants using them.

Rank Trigger→Action Pair (# of participants)

1 IFTTT :: New trigger or action published by service
→ Email :: Send me an email (12)

2 Amazon Alexa :: Say a specific phrase
→ Phone Call (US Only) :: Call my phone (7)
Weather Underground :: Tomorrow’s forecast calls for __
→ Notifications :: Send a notification from the IFTTT app (7)

4 RSS :: New feed item→ Email :: Send me an email (6)
5 Space :: ISS passes over a specific location
→ Notifications :: Send a notification from the IFTTT app (5)
Weather Underground :: Today’s weather report
→ Notifications :: Send a notification from the IFTTT app (5)

7 Facebook :: You are tagged in a Facebook photo
→ Dropbox :: Add file from URL (4)
Fitbit :: New sleep logged→ Google Sheets :: Add row to spreadsheet (4)
Google Assistant :: Say a simple phrase→ SmartThings :: Switch off (4)
Google Assistant :: Say a simple phrase→ SmartThings :: Switch on (4)
IFTTT :: New applet published by service→ Email :: Send me an email (4)

Table 10: The top eleven trigger-action pairs in rank order by
the number of participants using them.

Rank Trigger Label→ Action Label (# of participants)

1 News-ish→ Log or notify (19)
2 Weather or time→ Log or notify (15)
3 Voice command→ Log or notify (14)
4 Sensing IoT device state→ Log or notify (11)

Environment sensing→ Log or notify (11)
Sensing online account state→ Log or notify (11)
Voice command→ Change IoT device state (11)

8 Intentional trigger→ Log or notify (8)
9 Actions with personal devices→ Log or notify (7)

Weather or time→ Change IoT device state (7)
Sensing online account state→ Outgoing communication (7)

Table 11: The top eleven most prominent combinations of
semantic trigger label – semantic action label pairs in rank
order by the number of participants with this type of applet.
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Although the labels themselves are descriptive, we include
more thorough explanations of each label in Tables 12–14.
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Information-Flow Label Who could cause the trigger or action event to occur (integrity) or know that it occurred (secrecy)?

Public (pub) Secrecy: Anyone in the world. E.g., an action that posts a public Tweet.
Untrusted (unt) Integrity: Anyone in the world. E.g., the trigger “Android SMS :: Any new SMS received” (anyone can send the user an SMS).
Untrusted group (unt_g) Integrity: Anyone in the world, but requiring group coordination. E.g., the trigger “reddit :: New top post in subreddit” could not be caused by a

single untrusted user, but the users who could potentially coordinate to cause the event to occur are unrestricted.
Restricted Physical (rp) Secrecy and Integrity: People with physical access to a particular space or device. E.g., an action that turns off a smart light has restricted physical

secrecy and integrity, because anyone who can see the light could know that the action has occurred, and anyone with physical access to the device
can control it.

Restricted Online (ro) Secrecy and Integrity: A restricted group of online users. E.g., an action that creates a Facebook post visible to only friends has restricted online
secrecy.

Trusted Physical (tp) Secrecy and Integrity: Similar to restricted physical, but within a more trusted group. E.g., the trigger “Automatic Pro :: Entered an area” can be
caused by someone with physical access to the car and the ability to drive it (typically only trusted friends or family).

Trusted Online (to) Secrecy and Integrity: Similar to restricted online, but within a more trusted group. E.g., household members explicitly given access to remotely
control or monitor a particular smart home device.

Trusted Other (t_oth) Integrity: Trusted sources such as weather or news reports.
Trusted (t) Integrity: The IFTTT user.
Private (priv) Secrecy: The IFTTT user.

Table 12: Descriptions of information-flow labels. Shorthand for each semantic label, used in Appendix C, is shown in parentheses.

# Distinct
Semantic Trigger Label Description Triggers

Weather or time (WT) Official weather (e.g., not the weather sensed by a home IoT device) or a pre-specified, likely recurring time or date. 13
News-ish (N) Actual news sources like the New York Times, updates from official sources about new products or apps, personal news such as shipment

status updates or new RSS Feed items, or new posts on websites like Craigslist or Reddit.
35

Sensing IoT device state
(DS)

Based on the state of an IoT device that is meant to be controlled by a person, such as whether a door is open, closed, locked, or unlocked. 32

Environment sensing (E) Based on the state of an IoT device that is meant to reflect to the ground truth state of the environment it is in (including detecting motion,
temperature, CO2, etc.).

19

Intentional trigger (I) Pressing a particular button in a phone app or widget, or sending an SMS or Voicemail to IFTTT (which only has the purpose of acting
as a trigger).

4

Voice command (V) Triggers that can be caused by verbal interaction with a smart assistant. Includes items being added to Alexa lists and alarms going off,
as well as arbitrary phrases spoken to the voice assistant.

10

Incoming communication
(IC)

The IFTTT user receives communication from others. For example, receiving an SMS or an email. 6

Sensing online account
state (OAcc)

Triggers that react to online account updates. Includes, for example, being tagged in a photo on Facebook, having new "liked" videos on
YouTube, or a new sleep being logged by FitBit

24

Actions with personal
devices (P)

Includes mainly location sensing (e.g., moving through space with a physical device), but also sensing that the user has sent an arbitrary
SMS from their device, took a screenshot, etc. Includes location sensing for the IFTTT user’s device as well specified family members’
devices. Includes location inference via devices coming within range of a specific area (e.g., connecting to home WiFi).

15

Other automations (OAu) “Stringify flow runs” or “Webhooks, receive a web request.” 2

Table 13: Descriptions of semantic labels of triggers. Shorthand for each semantic label, used in Appendix C, is shown in
parentheses.

# Distinct
Semantic Action Label Description Actions

Change IoT device state (DS) Action alters or sets the state of an IoT device. E.g., turns lights on or off, locks or unlocks a door, turns on the thermostat. 59
Home security (DS:S) A subset of “Change IoT device state” which affect IoT devices related to home security (e.g., door locks, surveillance cameras). 12
Lights (DS:L) A subset of “Change IoT device state” which control lights. 20
Log or notify (L) Creates a record of the trigger or notifies the user when the trigger occurs. Notifications can happen via notifications, emails, or

phone calls where the action specifies that it is “to me.” Logs can be saved to cloud services such as Google Sheets or in other
personal accounts like making a “Journal Entry” in Day One or adding a calendar event to a Google calendar.

19

Change personal device state (P) Changes the state of a personal device (e.g., phone), for example by launching an app (maps, music), changing the phone volume,
or turning the WiFi on or off.

8

Outgoing communication (OC) Sends information to other people, including by sending email or SMS, or updating social media accounts. 10
Other automations (OAu) These actions act as triggers for a Stringify flow, Webhooks request, Wink shortcut, or Nexia automation. 4

Table 14: Descriptions of semantic labels of actions. Shorthand for each semantic label, used in Appendix C, is shown in
parentheses.
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C Appendix C: Trigger and Action Labels

We reached consensus in our labelling of triggers and actions used in participants’ applets as described in Section 3. Tables 15
and 16 show all triggers and actions and their respective secrecy, integrity, and semantic labels.

Table 15: Semantic and information-flow labels of triggers used in participants’ applets.

Trigger channel :: trigger (# of rules with this trigger) Semantic
label

Secrecy
label

Integrity
label

Amazon Alexa :: Ask whats on your Shopping List (4) V rp∪ to rp
Amazon Alexa :: Item added to your Shopping List (1) V rp∪ to rp∪ to
Amazon Alexa :: Item added to your To Do List (4) V rp∪ to rp∪ to
Amazon Alexa :: New song played (2) V rp∪ to rp∪ to
Amazon Alexa :: Say a specific phrase (69) V rp∪ to rp
Amazon Alexa :: Your Alarm goes off (7) V rp∪ to rp∪ to
Amazon Alexa :: Your Timer goes off (2) V rp∪ to rp
Ambient Weather :: Daily Rain rises above (1) E rp rp
Android Device :: Connects or disconnects from any WiFi network (1) P rp t
Android Device :: Connects to a specific WiFi network (1) P priv t
Android Phone Call :: Any phone call answered (1) IC rp t
Android SMS :: Any new SMS received (4) IC rp unt
Android SMS :: Any new SMS sent (1) P rp t
Android SMS :: New SMS received matches search (3) IC priv unt
Apple App Store :: New app featured in a collection (1) N pub t_oth
Apple App Store :: New app from search (1) N pub unt | t_oth
Apple App Store :: Top ten app goes on sale (1) N pub unt_g
AppZapp :: Top App gone free in Google Play (2) N pub unt_g
AppZapp :: Top App gone free in the Apple App Store (3) N pub unt_g
Arlo :: Motion detected (1) E to rp
August :: Lock locked (2) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
August :: Lock unlocked (1) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
Automatic Classic :: Check engine light turned on (3) DS rp∪ to tp
Automatic Classic :: New trip completed (1) DS rp∪ to tp
Automatic Pro :: Check engine light turned on (2) DS rp∪ to tp
Automatic Pro :: Entered an area (1) DS rp∪ to tp
Automatic Pro :: Exited an area (1) DS rp∪ to tp
Automatic Pro :: Ignition turned off in area (4) DS rp∪ to tp
Automatic Pro :: Ignition turned on (2) DS rp∪ to tp
Automatic Pro :: Ignition turned on in area (2) DS rp∪ to tp
Automatic Pro :: New trip completed (2) DS rp∪ to tp
Best Buy :: New product in category (1) N pub t_oth
Best Buy :: Product price changes (3) N pub t_oth
Boxoh Package Tracking :: Any shipping status change (1) N priv t_oth
Button widget :: Button press (29) I rp t
Camera widget :: Any new photo (2) P rp t
Classifieds :: New post from search (5) N pub unt
Dash :: Check engine light turned on (3) DS rp∪ to tp
Dash :: New trip completed (1) OAcc rp∪ to tp
Date and Time :: Every day at (20) WT pub t_oth
Date and Time :: Every day of the week at (10) WT pub t_oth
Date and Time :: Every hour at (3) WT pub t_oth
Date and Time :: Every month on the (2) WT pub t_oth
Date and Time :: Every year on (1) WT pub t_oth
Dominos :: Order out for delivery (2) N priv t_oth
Dropbox :: New photo in your folder (2) OAcc ro |priv |pub ro | t |unt
ecobee :: Thermostat enters Smart Home/Away (3) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
ecobee :: Thermostat indoor temperature is greater than (1) E rp∪ to rp∪ to
ecobee :: Thermostat indoor temperature is less than (2) E rp∪ to rp∪ to
ecobee :: Thermostat outdoor temperature is less than (1) E pub rp
ESPN :: New game start (1) N pub t_oth
ESPN :: New in-game update (2) N pub t_oth
eWeLink Smart Home :: 1 Channel Plug turned on or off (1) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
eWeLink Smart Home :: 1 Channel Switch turned on or off (3) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
Facebook :: New photo post by you (1) OAcc priv |pub | ro t
Facebook :: You are tagged in a photo (10) OAcc priv |pub | ro unt
Facebook :: Your profile changes (2) OAcc priv |pub | ro t
Fitbit :: Daily activity summary (3) OAcc pub t_oth
Fitbit :: Daily goal not achieved by __:__ (1) OAcc priv t
Fitbit :: New sleep logged (8) OAcc priv t
Fitbit :: New weight logged (1) OAcc priv t
Gmail :: New email in inbox from (2) IC priv | ro unt
Gmail :: New email in inbox from search (5) IC priv | ro unt
Gmail :: New email in inbox labeled (4) IC priv | ro unt
Google Assistant :: Say a phrase with a number (1) V rp∪ to rp
Google Assistant :: Say a phrase with a text ingredient (5) V rp∪ to rp
Google Assistant :: Say a simple phrase (69) V rp∪ to rp
Google Calendar :: Any event starts (2) OAcc ro | to |priv |pub t_oth | t | ro |unt
Google Calendar :: Event from search starts (1) OAcc ro | to |priv |pub t_oth | t | ro |unt
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Google Calendar :: New event added (2) OAcc ro | to |priv |pub t_oth | t | ro |unt
Google Wifi :: Device Connects (3) P tp tp
Google Wifi :: Device Disconnects (5) P tp tp
HomeSeer :: A device is turned off (1) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
HomeSeer :: A device is turned on (3) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
IFTTT :: Daily recommended Applet for you (3) N pub t_oth
IFTTT :: New Applet published by service (9) N pub t_oth
IFTTT :: New IFTTT update (6) N pub t_oth
IFTTT :: New trigger or action published by service (23) N pub t_oth
Instagram :: Any new photo by you (1) OAcc ro |pub t
iOS Calendar :: New event added to specific calendar (1) OAcc ro | to |priv |pub t_oth | t | ro |unt
iOS Contacts :: Any new contact (9) OAcc priv t
iOS Photos :: Any new photo (1) P rp | to |priv t
iOS Photos :: New photo added to album (1) OAcc rp | ro |priv t
iOS Photos :: New screenshot (2) P rp |priv t
Leeo :: Temperature below threshold (1) E rp∪ to rp∪ to
Life360 :: First family member arrives at a specific place (2) P rp∪ to to
Life360 :: Last family member leaves a specific place (3) P rp∪ to to
Location :: You enter an area (12) P rp t
Location :: You enter or exit an area (5) P rp t
Location :: You exit an area (12) P rp t
Manything :: Motion detected (2) E priv rp
MyQ :: Door closed (1) DS rp rp
MyQ :: Door opened (1) DS rp rp
Nest Protect :: Battery is low (10) DS rp∪ to t_oth
Nest Protect :: Carbon monoxide emergency (3) E rp∪ to rp
Nest Protect :: Carbon monoxide warning (8) E rp∪ to rp
Nest Protect :: Smoke alarm warning (10) E rp∪ to rp
Nest Thermostat :: Nest set to Away (3) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
Nest Thermostat :: Nest set to Home (3) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
Nest Thermostat :: Temperature drops below (2) E rp∪ to rp∪ to
Nest Thermostat :: Temperature rises above (2) E rp∪ to rp∪ to
Netatmo Weather Station :: Temperature rises above (3) E pub rp
NJ Transit :: New bus advisory (1) N pub t_oth
NPR :: New story published (2) N pub t_oth
OhmConnect :: An #OhmHour starts (2) N pub t_oth
Phone Call (US only) :: Leave IFTTT any voicemail (3) I priv t
ProPublica :: Congress is scheduled to vote on a bill (1) N pub t_oth
ProPublica :: The president signs a new bill into law (5) N pub t_oth
RainMachine :: Device is offline (1) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
reddit :: Any new post in subreddit (1) N pub | ro unt | ro
reddit :: New hot post in subreddit (1) N pub | ro unt_g | ro
reddit :: New post from search (1) N pub | ro unt | ro
reddit :: New post saved by you (1) OAcc priv t
reddit :: New top post in subreddit (1) N pub | ro unt_g | ro
RSS Feed :: New feed item (14) N pub |priv unt | t
RSS Feed :: New feed item matches (9) N pub |priv unt | t
Slice :: Any new shipment (2) N priv unt
Slice :: Shipment status changes (1) N priv | rp unt
SmartThings :: Any new motion (1) E to rp
SmartThings :: Closed (7) DS rp∪ to rp
SmartThings :: Locked (3) DS rp∪ to rp
SmartThings :: Moisture detected (1) E rp∪ to rp
SmartThings :: Opened (14) DS rp∪ to rp
SmartThings :: Presence detected (4) P to tp
SmartThings :: Presence no longer detected (2) P to tp
SmartThings :: Switched off (7) DS rp∪ to rp
SmartThings :: Switched on (17) DS rp∪ to rp
SmartThings :: Temperature drops below (2) E rp∪ to rp
SmartThings :: Temperature rises above (2) E rp∪ to rp
SmartThings :: Unlocked (3) DS rp∪ to rp
SMS :: Send IFTTT an SMS tagged (3) I priv t
SMS :: Send IFTTT any SMS (3) I priv t
Space :: Astronomy picture of the day by NASA (1) N pub t_oth
Space :: Breaking news by NASA (1) N pub t_oth
Space :: ISS passes over a specific location (6) N pub t_oth
Spotify :: New track added to a playlist (1) OAcc pub |priv t
Square :: Any new payment (1) OAcc rp tp
Stringify :: Stringify Flow runs (7) OAu priv | rp | ro |pub t | t_oth | rp | ro |unt_g |unt
The New York Times :: New article from search (1) N pub t_oth
The New York Times :: New popular article in section (3) N pub unt_g
TiVo :: SKIP segment detected (4) DS rp rp
Todoist :: New completed task (2) OAcc priv t
Tumblr :: Any new post (1) OAcc pub | ro t
Tumblr :: New like (1) OAcc priv | ro |pub t
Twitter :: New liked tweet by you (1) OAcc pub | ro t
Twitter :: New tweet by a specific user (4) N pub | ro t_oth
Weather Underground :: Todays weather report (4) WT pub t_oth
Weather Underground :: Tomorrows forecast calls for (1) WT pub t_oth
Weather Underground :: Tomorrows weather report (1) WT pub t_oth
Weather Underground :: Current condition changes to (4) WT pub t_oth
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Weather Underground :: Current pollen count rises above (10) WT pub t_oth
Weather Underground :: Current UV index rises above (30) WT pub t_oth
Weather Underground :: Sunrise (14) WT pub t_oth
Weather Underground :: Sunset (1) WT pub t_oth
Webhooks :: Receive a web request (23) OAu priv | rp | ro |pub t | t_oth | rp | ro |unt_g |unt
WeMo Smart Plug :: Switched off (1) DS rp rp
WeMo Smart Plug :: Switched on (1) DS rp rp
Wireless Tag :: Temperature is too high (1) E rp rp
Wireless Tag :: Temperature is too low (2) E rp rp
YouTube :: New liked video (3) OAcc pub |priv t

Table 16: Semantic and information-flow labels of actions used in participants’ applets.

Action channel :: action (# of rules with this action) Semantic
label

Secrecy
label

Integrity
label

abode :: Change mode (1) DS:S rp∪ to rp∪ to
Android Device :: Launch Google Maps Navigation (2) P rp t | rp
Android Device :: Mute ringtone (4) P rp rp
Android Device :: Play a specific song (3) P rp t | rp
Android Device :: Play music (1) P rp t | rp
Android Device :: Set ringtone volume (11) P rp rp
Android Device :: Turn off WiFi (2) P rp rp
Android Device :: Turn on WiFi (3) P rp rp
Android Device :: Update device wallpaper (2) P rp t
Android SMS :: Send an SMS (2) OC ro t
Android Wear :: Send a notification (4) L rp t |unt
Arlo :: Start recording (2) DS:S to | (to∪ rp) to | rp
Blink :: Arm system (4) DS:S rp∪ to rp∪ to
Blink :: Disarm system (4) DS:S rp∪ to tp∪ to
CNCT Life :: Toggle on/off (4) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
D-Link Smart Plug :: Turn off (2) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
D-Link Smart Plug :: Turn on (2) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
Day One :: Create Journal entry (5) L priv t
Dropbox :: Add file from URL (9) L ro |pub |priv ro | t |unt
Dropbox :: Create a text file (8) L ro |pub |priv ro | t |unt
ecobee :: Resume thermostat program (2) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
ecobee :: Set thermostat comfort profile until next transition (4) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
Email Digest :: Add to daily email digest (4) L priv t
Email Digest :: Add to weekly email digest (9) L priv t
Email :: Send me an email (75) L priv unt
Evernote :: Append to note (1) L priv | to | ro t | to | ro
Evernote :: Create image note from URL (1) L priv | to | ro t | to | ro
eWeLink Smart Home :: Turn 1 Channel Switch on or off (2) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
Facebook :: Upload a photo from URL (1) OC priv | ro |pub t | to | ro
Fitbit :: Log your weight (1) L priv t
Garageio :: Close garage door (7) DS:S rp∪ to rp∪ to
Garageio :: Open garage door (5) DS:S rp∪ to rp∪ to
Gmail :: Send an email (10) OC priv | ro unt | t
Gmail :: Send yourself an email (1) L priv unt | t
Google Calendar :: Create a detailed event (1) L ro | to |priv |pub t | t_oth | ro | to |unt
Google Calendar :: Quick add event (16) L ro | to |priv |pub t | t_oth | ro | to |unt
Google Contacts :: Create new contact (2) L priv t
Google Drive :: Upload file from URL (1) L priv | to | ro |pub t | to | ro |unt
Google Photos :: Upload photo to album (2) OC priv | to | ro |pub t | to | ro |unt
Google Sheets :: Add row to spreadsheet (50) L priv | to | ro |pub t | to | ro |unt
Google Wifi :: Prioritize Device (3) DS to | (toUrp) to
Harmony :: End activity (6) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
Harmony :: Start activity (7) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
iOS Calendar :: Create a calendar event (1) L ro |priv |pub | to t | ro | to
iOS Health :: Log weight (1) L priv t
iOS Reading List :: Add item to Reading List (2) L priv t
iOS Reminders :: Add reminder to list (4) L priv | ro | to t | ro | to
Leeo :: Change light color (1) DS:L rp∪ to rp∪ to
LIFX :: Blink lights (6) DS:L rp∪ to rp∪ to
LIFX :: Breathe lights (1) DS:L rp∪ to rp∪ to
LIFX :: Change color of lights (3) DS:L rp∪ to rp∪ to
LIFX :: Toggle lights on/off (1) DS:L rp∪ to rp∪ to
LIFX :: Turn lights off (5) DS:L rp∪ to rp∪ to
LIFX :: Turn lights on (6) DS:L rp∪ to rp∪ to
Lockitron :: Lock Lockitron (1) DS:S rp∪ to rp∪ to
Lockitron :: Unlock Lockitron (2) DS:S rp∪ to rp∪ to
Lutron Caseta and RA2 Select :: Activate scene (2) DS:L rp∪ to rp∪ to
Lutron Caseta and RA2 Select :: Set light level (4) DS:L rp∪ to rp∪ to
MagicHue :: Switch to dynamic mode for your Lights (2) DS:L rp∪ to rp∪ to
Manything :: Start recording (2) DS:S rp∪ to rp∪ to
Manything :: Stop recording (2) DS:S rp∪ to rp∪ to
Nest Thermostat :: Set temperature (2) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
Nest Thermostat :: Set temperature range (1) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
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Nest Thermostat :: Turn on fan for 15 minutes (1) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
Nexia :: Run a Nexia automation (2) OAu priv | rp | ro |pub t | t_oth | rp | ro |unt_g |unt
Noon Home :: Change scene (2) DS:L rp∪ to rp∪ to
Noon Home :: Turn off room (2) DS:L rp∪ to rp∪ to
Notifications :: Send a notification from the IFTTT app (117) L rp t
Notifications :: Send a rich notification from the IFTTT app (1) L rp t
Philips Hue :: Blink lights (3) DS:L rp∪ to rp∪ to
Philips Hue :: Change color (2) DS:L rp∪ to rp∪ to
Philips Hue :: Dim lights (8) DS:L rp∪ to rp∪ to
Philips Hue :: Set a scene in a room (3) DS:L rp∪ to to
Philips Hue :: Toggle lights on/off (8) DS:L rp∪ to rp∪ to
Philips Hue :: Turn off lights (3) DS:L rp∪ to rp∪ to
Philips Hue :: Turn on color loop (1) DS:L rp∪ to to
Philips Hue :: Turn on lights (3) DS:L rp∪ to rp∪ to
Phone Call (US only) :: Call my phone (19) L rp unt
Pinterest :: Add Pin to board (2) OC priv | ro |pub t | ro | to
Pocket :: Save for later (1) L priv t
Pushbullet :: Push a file (1) L priv t
Pushbullet :: Push a note (10) L priv t
RainMachine :: Start a program (2) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
reddit :: Submit a new text post (2) OC pub | ro unt | ro
Slack :: Post to channel (14) OC ro |priv ro | t
Smart Life :: Turn off (2) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
Smart Life :: Turn on (3) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
SmartThings :: Lock (4) DS:S rp∪ to rp∪ to
SmartThings :: Switch off (20) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
SmartThings :: Switch on (33) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
SmartThings :: Unlock (6) DS:S rp∪ to rp∪ to
SMS :: Send me an SMS (9) L priv t
Spotify :: Add track to a playlist (5) OC priv |pub | ro t | ro | to
Spotify :: Save a track (1) L priv t
Stringify :: Run a Stringify Flow (28) OAu priv | rp | ro |pub t | t_oth | rp | ro |unt_g |unt
TiVo :: Display message (7) L rp to
TiVo :: Send remote control key (7) DS rp rp
Todoist :: Create task (1) L priv | ro t | ro | to
TP-Link Kasa :: Toggle (1) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
TP-Link Kasa :: Turn off (1) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
TP-Link Kasa :: Turn on (1) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
Twitter :: Post a tweet with image (1) OC ro |pub t
Twitter :: Update profile picture (2) OC pub t
VoIP Calls :: Call my device (5) L rp t
Webhooks :: Make a web request (15) OAu priv | rp | ro |pub | to | tp t | t_oth | rp | ro |unt_g |unt | to |

tp
WeMo Insight Switch :: Toggle on/off (1) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
WeMo Smart Plug :: Turn off (7) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
WeMo Smart Plug :: Turn on (6) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
Wink: Nimbus :: Set dial label (26) DS rp∪ to rp∪ to
Wink: Shortcuts :: Activate shortcut (7) OAu priv | rp t | rp
Wyze :: Disable motion detection (1) DS to to
Wyze :: Enable motion detection (1) DS to to
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D Appendix D: Full Survey Instrument

D.1 Survey Flow

• The survey flow included:
– Informed consent procedures and instructions for

downloading our browser extension, which col-
lected information about participants’ applets (not
included in this document)

– Several questions about participants’ general use of
IFTTT and preferences about their applets (General
Questions)

– Several sets of looping questions pertaining to spe-
cific applets (Looping Questions)

– Questions pertaining specifically to secrecy and
integrity (Explicitly Asking About Secrecy and
Integrity)

– Demographic and IUIPC scale questions (not in-
cluded in this document)

• Blue text was not shown to participants.
• Answer choices are shown in [italicized square brackets]

after each question.
• Questions included in the analysis in our paper are shown

in bold, and the section number where these results are
conveyed is included in parenthesis. Questions were
omitted from discussion for various reasons, including:
(1) looping questions for applet categories that only a
few participants used (social media), (2) evidence that
participants did not understand our questions in the way
we intended them, (3) the questions were not relevant
to our specific research questions, which shifted from
our original vision based on our analysis of participants’
applets.

D.2 General Questions

1. (Section 4.5.1) How many of your IFTTT applets did
you create yourself (as opposed to using ones others
have created)? If you’re not sure, please make your
best guess.
[Numeric dropdown]

2. (Section 4.5.1) Do you prefer to create your own ap-
plet or search for one that already exists?
[Prefer to create, Prefer to search, No preference]

3. Have you ever turned on (i.e., started using) an applet for
one-time use or a specific event (e.g., to easily upload
photos during a concert or trip)?
[Yes, No, Don’t remember]

4. (Section 4.5.1) How often do you turn on applets
based on a friend’s or colleague’s recommendation?
[Never, Rarely, Sometimes, Often, Don’t remember]

5. Have you ever not turned on an applet (or turned off
one that you were already using) because you thought
it might be unsafe? (E.g., you were uncomfortable with
the permissions it asked for, you thought it might com-
promise account security)
[Yes, No, Don’t remember, I’ve never wanted to use an
applet I thought was unsafe]

6. (Section 4.5.3) (If yes to question 5) What were your
concerns?
[Free response]

7. Have you ever had an incident where an applet made
you feel unsafe or you felt it violated your privacy (e.g.,
unlocked your door when you weren’t home, posted a
picture to Facebook that you didn’t want there)?
[Yes, No, Not sure]

8. (Section 4.5.3) (If yes to question 7) Please describe:
[Free response]

9. Have you made any of the applets you’ve created publi-
cally available?
[Yes, No, Don’t remember, I haven’t created any applets]

10. Do you use any other task automation services be-
sides IFTTT? (For example, services like Tasker, Zapier,
Stringify, Microsoft Flow, etc.)
[Yes, No, Don’t remember]

11. (If yes to question 10) Which services?
[Free response]

12. (If yes to question 10) Can you integrate IFTTT applets
within the other service’s programs? For example, the
service Stringify allows the user to add IFTTT applets
as part of a Stringify flow.
[Yes, No, Don’t know]

13. (If yes to question 12) Do you use this feature with any
of your applets?
[Yes, No, Don’t remember]

14. How much do you agree with the following statements?
[Strongly disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree
nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree]

(a) (Section 4.5.2) The applets I turn on behave as
I would expect from their description.

(b) (Section 4.5.4 and Table 6) I am comfortable
telling my friends what applets I use.

(c) (Section 4.5.4 and Table 6 I am comfortable
telling my colleagues what applets I use.

(d) (Section 4.5.4 and Table 6) I am comfortable
with anyone knowing what applets I use.

(e) I would be upset if an applet triggered when I didn’t
intend it to.
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(f) A stranger could trigger some of my applets.

(g) If an applet I was using didn’t do what I thought it
would do when I installed it, I would notice right
away.

(h) If an applet weren’t that useful, I would turn it off
or delete it.

(i) (Section 4.5.2) I think the applets that I have
turned on are safe to use.

(j) I have been concerned about the permissions an
applet asked for.

(k) When choosing an applet to turn on, my primary
criterion is how useful it will be.

15. (If “strongly agree” for statement 11 in question 14.)
Since usefulness is not necessarily your primary crite-
rion, what other considerations do you have?
[Free response]

16. Have you ever tried to link the behavior of multiple ap-
plets (“chain” them together)? For example, if you get
close to your house, your thermostat is set to home mode,
and if your thermostat is set to home mode, your lights
will turn on.
[Yes, No, Don’t remember]

17. (If yes to question 16) Which applets?
[Free response]

18. (If yes to question 16) Did it work as expected?
[Yes, Sometimes yes sometimes no, No, Don’t remember]

19. (If “no” or “sometimes yes, sometimes no” to question
18) Please explain what went wrong:
[Free response]

20. Have you ever unintentionally made a "chain" between
applets? For example, if the temperature gets above a
threshold, set the thermostat to cool, and if the thermostat
is set below a specific temperature, open the windows.
[Yes, No, Don’t remember]

21. (If yes to question 20) Which applets?
[Free response]

22. Have you ever manually deleted anything that was
posted automatically (e.g., a social media post or cloud
storage update) by an applet?
[Yes, No, Don’t remember, I don’t use this type of applet]

23. (Section 4.5.3) (If yes to question 22) Which applet
created the post, and why did you want to delete it?
If you do not remember all the exact details, please
explain as much as you can.
[Free response]

24. Would you consider some applets to be more sensitive
than others (i.e., you care more about who knows about
them or who can trigger them)?
[Yes, No, Not sure]

25. (If yes to question 24) Which applets?
[Free response]

D.3 Looping Questions
D.3.1 Looping Set 1: Applets Using Physical Devices

Since you had applets that used physical devices, we will
now ask a set of questions about physical devices, for up to 5
devices.

(The next set of questions (26-29) loops up to five times, for
a randomly-chosen set of the participant’s applets that used
physical devices, as determined by service categories on the
IFTTT website)

Asking about physical device [#] of up to 5.

26. Consider the applet “[applet title]”. In which room is
the [device] device used in the applet [trigger/action]? If
the device has multiple components/sensors/etc. (e.g., a
smart hub or lighting system), please list all the rooms
that you can remember.
[Free response]

27. Does more than one person in the household com-
monly access the [device] device used in the applet [trig-
ger/action] (either online or in person)? “Access” could
mean performing an activity that the device senses; e.g.,
opening a door that has a sensor attached or walking into
a room with a motion sensor.
[Yes, No, Not sure, I live alone]

28. Does the location of the [device] device make you more
protective of who knows about the applet “[applet title]”?
(For example, an applet that unlocks a ground floor win-
dow might be considered more sensitive than one that
unlocks a second floor window.)
[Yes, No, Not sure]

29. (If yes to question 28) Please explain:
[Free response]

D.3.2 Looping Set 2: Cloud Storage Applets

Since you had applets that use cloud storage, we will now ask
a set of questions about the details of the cloud storage, for
up to 5 applets.

(The next set of questions (30-31) loops up to 5 times, for
a randomly-chosen set of the participant’s applets that used
cloud storage, as determined by service categories on the
IFTTT website)

Asking about cloud applet [#] of up to 5.
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30. (Section 4.2) Is the file or folder that the applet “[ap-
plet title]” updates accessible only to you, or is it
shared with others (e.g., housemates, family)?
[Only me, A group, Don’t remember]

31. How often do you check the file or folder used in this
applet to see the updates?
[Never, Rarely, Sometimes, Often, Don’t remember]

D.3.3 Looping Set 3: Social Media Applets

You have some applets where both the trigger and action use
social media or blogging services. We will ask a small set of
more detailed questions for up to 5 applets.

(The next set of questions (32-33) loops up to 5 times, for
a randomly-chosen set of the participant’s applets that used
cloud storage, as determined by service categories on the
IFTTT website)

Asking about social media applet [#] of up to 5.

32. In the applet “[applet title]”, do the people who follow
your [service associated with action] account also follow
your [service associated with trigger] account?
[Yes, No, Not sure]

33. (If yes to question 32) What are the main differences
between the audiences, in your view?
[Free response]

D.3.4 Looping Set 4: Violating Applets

You will now be asked a set of questions about your thoughts
and perceptions of various side-effects applets can have. This
set will repeat for up to 5 different applets.

(The next set of questions (34-44) loops up to 5 times for a
randomly-chosen set of the participant’s applets that violate
security principles, determined by information-flow analysis)

Asking detailed questions for applet [#] of [#].

34. Consider the applet ”[applet title]." How likely is it that
this applet could do the following, in your opinion?
[Definitely impossible, Probably impossible, Probably
possible, Definitely possible]

(a) Be triggered by someone outside of your house-
hold?

(b) Cause monetary loss? (e.g., by increasing your elec-
tric bill or using up data) OR (e.g., by increasing
your electric bill or causing you to replace devices
more frequently) (if applet uses a physical device)

(c) Cause an undesired event if you forget that you
have it turned on?

(d) Spread sensitive information online?

(e) Cause you embarrassment?

(f) (Displayed only if applet uses physical device, de-
termined by service categories on the IFTTT web-
site) Damage the physical device that it uses?

(g) Be used to undermine your home security?

35. Have you ever experienced any of the above conse-
quences or other harmful side-effects when using this
applet?
[Yes, No, Not sure]

36. (Section 4.5.3) (If yes to question 35) Please describe
the incident as best you recall, including which ap-
plet(s) were involved and what side-effects occurred.
[Free response]

37. (Section 4.5.4 and Table 5) Would you be upset if the
applet contributed to the following situations occur-
ring:
[Very Upset, Slightly Upset, Not Upset, This type of harm
is impossible for this applet]

(a) Private information gets posted online unintention-
ally, possibly embarrassing you.

(b) You no longer directly control what files are down-
loaded from email or social media, possibly spread-
ing malware on your computer.

(c) (Displayed only if applet uses physical device, de-
termined by service categories on the IFTTT web-
site) Your electronic device is used in way it wasn’t
designed for (such as being toggled on/off very
rapidly), possibly reducing its longevity or damag-
ing it.

(d) Data gets uploaded to your cloud storage more
often than you thought, possibly causing you to
run out of space.

(e) You consume more resources (e.g., electricity,
phone data, cloud storage space), possibly increas-
ing your bills or otherwise causing you to spend
more money.

38. Did you consider the possibility of some of the preced-
ing consequences when deciding to turn on the applet
“[applet title]”?
[Yes, No, Don’t remember]

39. (If yes to question 38) Which questions?
[Free response]

40. Would you be upset if a friend knew you had the applet
“[applet title]”?
[Yes, No, A little upset, Not sure]

41. Would you be upset if a colleague knew you had this
applet?
[Yes, No, A little upset, Not sure]
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42. Would you be upset if a stranger knew you had this
applet?
[Yes, No, A little upset, Not sure]

43. Who is meant to be able to purposefully trigger this
applet?
[Myself; Trusted individuals, such as my spouse; A wider
circle of known individuals, such as my Facebook friends
or house guests, Unknown third parties, such as websites
or strangers]

44. (Section 4.5.4) Would you be upset if someone not
in the intended group purposefully triggered this ap-
plet?
[Yes, No, Not sure]

D.4 Explicitly Asking About Secrecy and In-
tegrity

D.4.1 Secrecy

(These questions pertain to up to 9 applets with secrecy viola-
tions plus 1 safe one, determined by information-flow analysis,
selected randomly from the participant’s applets. Titles of ap-
plets were displayed to participants.)

45. Some applets indirectly pass information from a smaller,
more restricted group to a larger, more open one. For
instance, an applet that posts to twitter when the user
reaches a Fitbit fitness goal is leaking information that
only the user knew to all their twitter followers. Out of
your applets below, do any of them allow information
to leak from a smaller audience to a larger one (whether
inadvertently or on purpose)?
[Yes, No, Not sure]

46. (Section 4.5.2) Thinking about the possible data leak-
age, has your desire to keeping using any of these ap-

plets changed?
[Yes, I am more cautious of some applets now; No, my
desire to use these applets has not changed; I’m not
sure.]

47. (Section 4.5.3) (If yes to question 46) Which applets?
[Free response]

D.4.2 Integrity

(These questions pertain to up to 9 applets with integrity
violations plus 1 safe one, determined by information-flow
analysis, selected randomly from the participant’s applets.
Titles of applets were displayed to participants.)

48. Some applets allow devices or services usually accessed
by members of a smaller, trusted group to be indirectly
controlled by members of a larger, less trusted group.
For instance, an applet that adds a photo to a Google
Drive folder whenever the user is tagged in a Facebook
photo is essentially allowing any of the user’s Facebook
friends to add files to the user’s private folder (which by
default only the user would have access to). Out of your
applets below, do any of them allow less trusted groups
to control devices or services usually controlled by more
trusted groups (whether inadvertently or on purpose)?
[Yes, No, Not sure]

49. (Section 4.5.2) Thinking about the possible loss of
control, has your desire to keeping using any of these
applets changed?
[Yes, I am more cautious of some applets now; No, my
desire to use these applets has not changed; I’m not
sure.]

50. (Section 4.5.3) (If yes to question 49) Which applets?
[Free response]
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